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Topical Importance:  is explained by the rapid development of political

communication, which entails the frequent use of precedent phenomena, which
are the main manifestation of the linguistic and cultural political community,
and also serve as a clear sign of the literacy of the linguistic personality in the
culture  of  this  language.  The  precedent  phenomena  occupy  the  leading
positions  in  the  field  of  political  discourse,  since  the  translator's
misunderstanding of some phenomena in the process of the communicative act
may lead to a wrong interpretation of the meaning of what has been said.

Goals: to  study  precedent  phenomena  in  Russian/  Spanish  political
discourse,  to  determine  their  role,  to  describe  their  features  in  the light  of
intercultural communication.

Tasks: 
1. to study the signs of a precedent phenomenon;
2. to uncover the notion of precedent, precedent phenomenon;
3. to study the notion of intercultural communication; connection with case

law;
4. to build a body of precedent phenomena;
5.  to  identify  the  sources  and  history  of  the  formation  of  precedent

phenomena;
6.  to  determine  their  role  in  political  discourse  in  the  light  of  Spanish-

Russian intercultural communication.
Theoretical value and practical applicability: 
The theoretical significance of this research is the following: the analysis

carried  out,  the  collection  of  material  on  precedent  phenomena  in  political
discourse in the light of intercultural communication will broaden the notion of
importance,  role,  place,  the  specific  use  of  precedent  phenomena,  names  and
different utterances in intercultural communication. It will also increase the level
of understanding and perception of the values of precedent phenomena.

Practical value consists in the possibility of using the obtained results on the
material  of  precedent  phenomena  in the process  of  a  communicative  act  when
translating one language into another. In addition, some materials can be studied in
the university curriculum, above all, it is related to the subject of linguistic culture
and intercultural communication of Spanish-Russian-speaking countries.



Results of the research:
In the course of this study, more than 500 political articles were analyzed in

Russian  and  Spanish  (also  several  illustrative  examples  from English  political
journalism)  published  during  the  period  2015-2018,  among  which  68  were
examples of precedent phenomena. A total of 71 cases were identified. It should be
noted  that  the  most  frequent  use  of  precedent  phenomena  was  noted  in  the
speeches  of  political  figures,  as  well  as  in  the title  of  the headline of  political
articles. The main purpose of our study was to describe the features, the origin of
the precedent units. In the framework of the thesis, we relied on the classification
of  precedent  phenomena  Y.N.  Karaulov, D.B.  Gudkov, by  identifying common
types: a precedent name (PN), a precedent statement (PSt), a precedent situation
(PS), a precedent text (PT).

The  percentage  ratio  of  the  number  of  PF  uses,  depending  on  the
classification, goes back to the following result:

1. Use of PN (21) - in 30% of cases;
2. Use of PSt (18) - in 26% of cases;
3. Use of PS (18) - in 26% of cases;
4. Use of PT (12) - in 18% of cases.
Appeal to the analysis of the data of the precedent units allowed us to come

to the conclusion that the precedent phenomenon performs a number of important
functions  -  evaluative,  aesthetic,  even  password,  and  others.  And  in  order  to
skillfully master the language skills, you must have at least a basic knowledge of
the theory of precedent. When using precedent phenomena in speech and texts of
political discourse, in most cases these units occupy a leading semantic position in
the entire statement.

Implementation advice: 
Summarizing this study, the following most promising areas for further work

are as follows:

 a detailed study of the broadest range of precedent units used in the
English-language discourse;

 a comparison of trends and typologies of Spanish / American political
discourse with domestic political realities;

 a tracing the trends of the use of precedent phenomena in political
discourse at different periods of time.

          Based on the results of the research, the product "Intellect-map of precedent
phenomena in the political discourse of Russian /  Spanish /  English languages"
was developed, the target audience of which can be students studying Russian-
Spanish  translation,  as  well  as  novice  translators.  This  product  allows  you  to
master the principle of precedent concepts in the political sphere.


